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  . . can Batman stop the madness and become the Man Who Knew . . . Before it is too late? Batman: the Dark Knight #1 (2010) This is a one shot original graphic novel written by Geoff Johns with art by Greg Capullo. The story was published as a backup in the Batman comic and is set before the events of the comics "Zero Year". Batman: Zero Year (2012) This is the epilogue of the comic book
Batman: the Dark Knight. It is a graphic novel written by Scott Snyder with art by Greg Capullo, Dustin Nguyen and John Timms. Batman vs. Bane #1-3 (2013) This is a crossover series written by Chuck Dixon and illustrated by Christopher Nolan. Batman vs. Bane #1-3 Batman: Gotham Knights #1-4 (2015) This is a backup miniseries written by Andy Diggle and illustrated by David Finch. Batman:
Gotham Knights #1-4 Reception References Category:Batman storylines Category:Batman titles Category:Lists of comics by DC Comics titlesQ: PageRouter doesn't get to invoke component I have a application with 3 pages. The first one is an image. When I click on the image a second page with some fields opens. In the third page I have a button to get a new image. The issue is that the PageRouter
doesn't get to invoke the third page because the get parameter doesn't get to the component, not even the placeholder, as explained in the following code: export class ImageComponent implements OnInit { constructor(private pageRouter: PageRouter) { } ngOnInit() { } ... } export class IconItemComponent implements OnInit { export class ImageItemComponent implements OnInit { @Component({

selector: 'image-item', template: ` 82157476af
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